In our fifteenth year awarding these merit-based scholarships to graduating high school seniors, FAITH welcomed 60 young Greek American leaders into our growing network of FAITH Scholars who display the scholarly intellect lauded by our Hellenic ancestors and the spirit of charity, community service and good citizenship found at the core of our Orthodox Christian values.

On average, 2019 FAITH Scholars scored within the 95th percentile for the ACT and SAT, maintained an A grade point average and took 7 to 9 Advanced Placement courses. More than 60 percent founded clubs at school, interned in fields related to their proposed college major, served in student-government and participated in multiple honor societies. Committing to over an average of 350 hours of community service, the 2019 FAITH Scholars organized blood drives, volunteered at children’s hospitals and tutored their peers through mentorship programs. Please join us in celebrating these extraordinary young leaders.

Promoting Hellenism, supporting the Greek Orthodox faith and celebrating excellence in education for future generations. FAITH was founded in 2004 with the core mission to drive, volunteered at children’s hospitals and tutored their peers through mentorship programs. Please join us in celebrating these extraordinary young leaders.
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Promoting Hellenism, supporting the Greek Orthodox faith and celebrating excellence in education for future generations. FAITH was founded in 2004 with the core mission to promote an understanding of the Greek Orthodox faith, Hellenism and excellence through a series of high quality innovative educational programs and cultural initiatives.